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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
About Young SDG Innovators Program
The Young SDG Innovators Programme (YSIP) is an accelerator program established
for young professionals that are working in participant companies of the United
Nations Global Compact.
This program aims to provide them with the unique skills to drive sustainability efforts
and innovation and deliver tangible sustainability solutions to their significant
companies by using the 17 SDGs as a catalyst.
Hence, the goal of the program is to encourage SDG innovation by using bottom-up
approaches to develop breakthrough solutions with specific market values. The
program targets employees, aged 35 and under, who have a passion to transform their
companies into more sustainable entities of the society. These representatives must
show drive and passion for sustainability, creativity and teamwork skills.
For 10 months, the young professionals, Innovators, work in teams to develop
solutions that are relevant to their companies and at the same time address
innovation and the SDGs. The program takes place on a local and global level.
Innovators from around the world will have the opportunity to engage with each other
and exchange experiences at the end of the program. The activities focus on “learning
by doing”, highlighting the importance of putting words into practice. This allows the
participants to apply their SDG solutions to make their business more sustainable,
solve challenges faced in the company, and at the same time keep the same end
products and services. To achieve the full capacity of the Innovators, they are matched
with Mentors and Experts to guide them in the design, development and testing of
solutions.
The program includes many blended opportunities that will reveal the Innovators’ full
capacity:
● In-person and virtual learning sessions: Access to innovation and sustainability
thought-leaders to understand breakthrough technologies, industry
disruption business models through a series of learning workshops.
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●
●
●
●

Team Challenges: Hands-on collaborative learning experiences allow
participants to apply tools and skills to real business problems and scenarios.
Mentoring and Coaching: Guidance from ideation and design to development
and supporting participants to take their ideas forward within their companies.
Live Case Studies: Insight from real-life examples and field visits to serve as
inspiration and models in various contexts.
Feedback/Sparring Sessions: Taking advantage of the collective knowledge
and expertise of global participants to challenge ideas, inspire new thinking
and test and refine project solutions heading.

About United Nations Global Compact Network India
United Nations Global Compact Network India (UNGCNI), formed in November 2000,
was registered in 2003 as a non-profit society to function as the Indian Local Network
of the United Nations Global Compact, New York. It is the first Local Network in the
world to be established with full legal recognition. It, also as a country level platform
for businesses, civil organizations, public and private sector, aids in aligning
stakeholders' responsible practices towards the Ten Universally Accepted Principles
of UNGC in the areas of Human Rights, Labor, Environment and Anti-corruption,
broad goals including Sustainable Development Goals and other key sister initiatives
of the United Nations and its systems.
It has also emerged as the largest corporate sustainability initiative in India and
globally with a pan India membership of over 500 leading business and non-business
participants, strengthening their commitment to the United Nations Global Compact
Principles by becoming proud members of the Local Network in India.
The United Nations Global Compact Network India works towards mainstreaming the
ten universally accepted principles in business activities around the world, catalyzing
action in support of broader goals, such as the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
and setting the tone for the post-2015 development agenda within the Indian context.
UNGCNI members represent pertinent sectors of the country such as civil society,
private, and public sector organizations, which with time have strengthened their
commitment to the United Nations Global Compact principles. The main objective of
the Network is to provide a forum to various Indian companies and organizations for
co-partnerships, build a strong network and promote sustainable and positive
corporate citizenship by encouraging various Indian Corporate bodies/ Institutions/
NGOs/ SMEs, to become members of the network, all these together aid in
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dissemination and promotion of United Nations Global compact principles within
their milieu.
UNGCNI currently has its local chapters in 5 major Indian cities, which include
Mumbai, Hyderabad, Chennai, Kolkata and Bangalore, and thus has facilitated its
endeavor expansion amongst local and regional counterparts widely operating within
the country. As the sole Indian arm of the UNGC, the United Nations Global Compact
Network India has established a semiotic relationship with the overall mandate and
principles of the UNGC. Through its activities and programmes such as the India CEO
Forum on Human Rights, Women Empowerment Principles, Collective Action
Project, National Convention, etc. GCNI continues to streamline its energies towards
the promotion of the UNGC core areas and sustainable and responsible practices
amongst its members belonging to the private sector along with the participation of
public and civil society stakeholders of India.
The governance of the United Nations Global Compact Network India (UNGCNI) is led
by a Governing Council elected every two years by the General Body, the supreme
body of the UNGCNI's governance structure, consisting of UNGCNI's members. The
Governing Council members include President, Vice Presidents representing four
regions (North, South, East, and West), Treasurer, Secretary, co-opted members and
special invitees. The governing council is mandated to execute the general policies of
the society in conformity with the objects of the MOU, pass and deliberate on
organizational resolutions, appoint Chief Executive and determine their power and
responsibilities constitute committees and delegate powers and manage finances.
The Governing Council meets in practice once every four months, in a meeting
convened by the Secretary.
To support and facilitate the Governing Council there is an Administration Committee.
The Administration Committee guides the Secretariat on functional matters and
supports it to carry out the United Nations Global Compact's mandate in India. The
Administration Committee, in general, meets six times a year or as the need may be
to discuss and deliberate on matters affecting the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Secretariat and evaluate its work and staff.
To provide the Secretariat with support and guidance, dedicated sub-committees
have been constituted on key areas of interventions. These committees are
constituted of United Nations Global Compact Network India’s member organizations
and experts, who work on key areas of concern, premised on the UNGC principles.
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The Secretariat also in its day to day operations is supported and guided by an
Operations Committee. The Committee in practice meets whenever matters seeking
immediate resolution are brought up by the Secretariat.
To further the United Nations Global Compact and carry forward the United Nations
Global Compact’s mandate on the day to day functioning, the United Nations Global
Compact Network India is supported by a Secretariat headed by an Executive
Director.
In furthering the United Nations Global Compact agenda within India, UNGCNI is
conceptualizing unique and pioneering initiatives such as the India Sustainability
Dialogue, the Asia Pacific Resource Centre on Responsible Business Practices, CEO
Forums and India Collaboration Lab. These activities aim at strengthening the
commitments of the Indian partners towards the United Nations Global Compact
Principles and creating opportunities for other partners to join in the efforts in
supporting the Global Mandate. These initiatives aspire to establish the India Local
Network as a knowledge pool for accessing relevant learning and resources and a
think tank for promoting activities and programmes on sustainable development.
The members of the local network have over the year’s showcased increasing
commitment towards the UNGC principles and have voluntarily set milestones to
achieve them within their businesses. These achievements are reported to the UNGC
on an annual basis through the report on Communication of Progress (CoP). The
companies and organizations, through the CoP, submit to the UNGC
● A statement expressing continued support and commitment to the initiative
and the principles of the United Nations Global Compact
● A description of practical actions taken by the company or the organization to
implement the United Nations Global Compact principles in the areas of
human rights, labor, environment, and anti-corruption.
● A measurement of outcomes and the results that have been achieved
United Nations Global Compact Network India is actively involved in the promotion
and galvanization of 10 principles of the UNGC that revolve around Human Rights,
Labor Standards, Environment and Anti-Corruption and has plans to expand its reach,
influence and improve reporting standards of its member organizations through
training, development and capacity building in the years to follow.
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About Atal Incubation Centre- BIMTECH
Atal Innovation Mission (AIM): It is a Government of India endeavor to promote the
culture of innovation and entrepreneurship, driven by Niti Aayog. AIM supports the
establishment of new incubation centres called Atal Incubation Centres. In January
2018, AIM selected the Birla Institute of Management Technology (BIMTECH) to set up
Atal Incubation Centre - BIMTECH (AIC-BIMTECH) for turning the vision of Atal
Innovation Mission into reality. The Institute was one of the first ten selections out of
the 3658 first-round applicants.
AIC-BIMTECH is a sector-agnostic business incubator driven by Atal Innovation
Mission to create high-class incubation facilities with suitable infrastructure in terms
of capital equipment and operating facilities. Built over a total area of 16,500 sqft, it
also offers a facility of co-working and co-living space to its incubatees. It is coupled
with the availability of sector-wise experts for mentoring the startups to become
successful entrepreneurs and enterprises.
Atal Incubation Centre - BIMTECH has incubated 145 startups since its inception that
have raised over 10.33 Cr in funding to date.
AIC-BIMTECH has created 615 jobs via the incubated startups supported to date. It has
93 Corporate and Academic partnerships and 45 international and local mentors. The
innovation here lies in focusing on creating sustainable businesses through various
public and private partnerships by providing market access and capital.
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Speakers

Aditya Bose

Ashwini Saxena

Founder & CEO – ProBano
Speaker: Challenging Database and Focus
SDGs

CEO - JSW Foundation
Speaker: Applying a Breakthrough Mindset for
the SDGs

Bhanu Prasad MN

Irwan Malhotra

Innovation & Entrepreneurship Mentor/Coach Digital Impact Square
Speaker: SDG's lens for Innovation

Co-Founder - GivFunds Social Ventures
Panelist: SDG's Business Solution Presentation

Kaustubh Dhargalkar

Mohammad Azhar

Founder - Potentials & Possibilities
Speaker: Breakthrough Innovation

Lead Government Initiatives - Villgro Innovations
Foundation
Panelist: SDG's Business Solution Presentation
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Nidhi Pant

Zeeshan Khan

Co-Founder - Science for Society
Speaker: Breakthrough Business Models (Live
Case Study)

CEO - Beyond Smart
Speaker: Challenging Database and Focus
SDGs

Prema Gera

Rajashree Rao

Adviser - Development Alternatives
Speaker: Assessing the Impact of your SDG
Solution

Head, AI Innovation Hub & Partnerships &
Ecosystem (APAC) - R² Data Labs, Rolls Royce
Speaker: Disruptive Technologies

Shalabh Mittal

Dr Swayamprabha Das

CEO - School for Social Entrepreneurs India
Panelist: SDG's Business Solution Presentation

Program Analyst - United Nations Development
Programme
Speaker: Introduction to SDGs
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Vineet Rai

Vivek Singh

Chairman - Aavishkaar Group
Speaker: SDG Solutions Ideation Tools and
Methods

Co-Founder - Innovant Technologies
Speaker: Challenging Database and Focus
SDGs
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a. Camp 1 - Onboarding
On 19 February 2021, Young SDG Innovators Program 2021 - India
officially launched, with the mode of the program kept virtual and online
due to the advent of COVID.
The first session, “Introduction to SDGs and its Business Impact” started
with a round of introductions from the innovators across the country,
sharing their expectations from the program. This introduction helped
the cohort to be aware of the involvement of their peers and the different
execution stages they were at.
The facilitator communicated one of the key intents of the program to
the cohort, harnessing the power of collaboration. The participants were
divided into different groups based on the focus SDGs their organization
was working on.
The session was joined by two experts, Dr Swayamprabha Das, Program
Analyst - United Nations Development Programme and Mr Kaustubh
Dhargalkar, Founder - Potentials & Possibilities. Dr Das briefed the
participants on how SDGs came into existence and their role in making
the planet sustainable. Her session led to the creation of breakout
groups, where each group discussed the following three questions;
What is their understanding of SDGs? Where is SDG placed within India?
Which SDGs are directly applicable to their work? Through the series of
questions, the innovators discovered multiple approaches among their
peers themselves, focusing on the same SDG. This, in turn, helped the
participants in broadening their definition of the potential solution to the
SDG in focus.
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Image 1.1: Dr. Swayamprabha Das introducing SDGs to the YSIP participants

In the second half of the session, Mr Dhargalkar shared with the
participants multiple examples picked up from corporates ranging from
FMCG to NBGCs, in running sustainable business models. Citing the
difference in scale between the two individually, at magnitudes of 10x or
1,000x, Mr Dhargalkar emphasized the need for new and unconventional
approaches, innovations to be able to make the intended impact.
The session left the participants with a better understanding of how the
innovation disrupts even the regular businesses and ignited more
questions to be asked within organizations about their way ahead
towards sustainability.
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Image 1.2: Mr. Kaustubh Dhargalkar discussing the Innovations for SDGs

On 12 March 2021, the second session of the Young SDG Innovator
Program (YSIP) took place, which focused on “Challenging Database and
Focus SDGs”. This session added to the breakthrough innovations
discussed earlier, by bringing in speakers from the companies which
target growth and SDGs together.
Mr Aditya Bose, Founder - Probano, Mohammad Zeeshan, CEO - Beyond
Smart, and Mr Vivek Singh, Co-Founder - Innovant Technologies joined
the participants in the session as speakers. They narrated the journey of
their ventures and discussed their approach to aligning the SDGs within
the core business. The participants engaged with the speakers to
understand the structure of their businesses and what kind of role SDGs
played in them.

Image 1.3: Mr. Aditya Bose sharing his journey with the cohort.
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Image 1.4: Mr Vivek Singh talking about the role SDGs played in his startup.

Image 1.5: Mr. Zeeshan Khan sharing with the cohort about his SDG based venture.

The discussion between the participants and speaker led to a deeper
dive into how business can be planned around SDGs, the relationship
between sustainability and profit-making as a primary goal for the
company, and the importance of community.
The YSIP team also briefed the participants about the deliverables of the
program, which included the submission of the solution statement on
the UNGC portal, along with the Demo Day planned for the participants.
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The participants were asked to submit their problem statements to plan
one-to-one mentor sessions with the Super Mentor, Dr Ajith Chandran
that would help them in creating a business plan centred around the
solution the participants worked on. The session ended with the creation
of a dedicated Whatsapp group for all the participants.

On 26 March 2021, the third session of the Young SDG Innovators
Program (YSIP) took place on the topic “SDG's lens for Innovation”. The
session started with the participant’s feedback on their ease with the
framing of the problem statement.
Dr Abha Rishi, CEO - Atal Incubation Centre- BIMTECH and Dr Ajith
Chandran, Managing Director - Development Interlinks International,
both acted as the facilitator for this segment, which focused on the
individual participants. The session progressed with each participant
sharing the status of their problem statements. Dr Rishi and Dr
Chandran asked the participants to create their problem statements
while keeping the shortlisted SDGs in mind along with the vision of their
company ten years down the line.

Image 1.6: Cohort member Athena Infonomics sharing their problem statement

The second half of the session saw the invited speaker, Mr Bhanu Prasad
MN, Innovation & Entrepreneurship Mentor/Coach - Digital Impact
Square, taking the participants through Gap Frames and SDG Compass.
Mr Prasad talked about the importance of alignment of the SDG with the
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core competencies of the company, rather than its alignment to the
national goals towards SDG. The participants were asked to break down
their business into different segments and stakeholders to get a more
detailed understanding of which SDGs they are aligned with and where
they would want their focus towards, measuring it against potential
impact.

Image 1.7: Mr. Bhnau Prasad MN discussing SDGs as a lens for Innovation
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b. Camp 2 - Challenge Definition
On 9 April 2021, the fourth session of the Young SDG Innovators Program
(YSIP) took place, which invited Mr Ashwini Saxena, CEO - JSW
Foundation as the guest speaker for the topic “Breakthrough Innovation
and Mindset”.
Mr Saxena took the participants through a series of real-time problems
of a humongous scale, asking them for potential solutions. The brief
discussion on the suggested answers took the participant through their
pros and cons. Mr Saxena upon revealing the actual solutions brought
focus on how they did not align themselves with a regular line of
thinking.
The conclusion was that to think out of the box, or innovatively, the
problem must be kept in the centre, not the solution. The focus on
solution skews the perspective, focus on problem broadens it, which
potentially gives birth to breakthrough innovation. The participants were
asked not to look at linear changes, but exponential. As per the theory of
impact, the pace of internal change has to match the pace of external
change.

Image 2.1: Mr. Ashiwin Saxena addressing the cohort.
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Image 2.2: Mr. Ashwini Saxena answering to the questions asked by cohort members.

The latter half of the session involved an activity where the participants
mapped their stakeholders. The participants also presented their
problem statements to the peer group for mutual scrutiny and peer
learning. The participants received a sample business plan from the YSIP
team to be used as a template for creating their business plans on which
they could work for the final presentation.

Image 2.3: Stakeholder Mapping Activity with the cohort members..

On 30 April 2021, the fifth session of the Young SDG Innovators Program
(YSIP) took place on the topic “Business Models”, which was postponed
due to the increasing severity of COVID 19 in the country. This session
saw a drop in the number of attendees and responsiveness as the
participants were caught up with dealing with the pandemic and
personal and professional front.
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The participants present were addressed to by the speaker Ms Nidhi
Pant, Co-Founder - Science for Society, who took everyone through the
detailed working of her business model and what role SDGs play in it.
She shared with the participants how to measure the SDG impact of your
organization when the focus SDGs are more than one. Ms Pant broke
down the different components of her business and individually
calculated the impact they had on different SDGs, adding them up as
the total impact her company is creating.

Image 2.4: Ms Nidhi Pant discussing impact business models

Image 2.5: Ms Nidhi Pant in a open discussion with the cohort members

The second half of the session was presented by Ms Smita Mishra,
Founder - Fandoro, who also is one of the participants. She showcased
her platform that has been created to measure SDGs and their impact
on the organizations. The presentation was intended to seek possible
collaboration and feedback from the rest of the participants.
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Image 2.6: Ms Smita Mishra (Cohort Member) showcasing her platform for peer review

As the situations were highly uncertain due to the pandemic outbreak,
the next session was converted into one-on-one mentorship for the
participants by the Super Mentor, Dr Ajith Chandran in the span of the
next two weeks. The slots were then shared with the participants, in
which they could discuss their progress and problems being faced.

Image 2.7: Dr Ajith Chandran taking one-on-one mentor sessions for the cohort.
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c. Camp 3 - Solutions Development
On 4 June 2021, the seventh session of the Young SDG Innovators
Program (YSIP) took place. The topic for this session was “Disruptive
Technologies”, which was taken in by Ms Rajashree Rao, Head, AI
Innovation Hub & Partnerships & Ecosystem (APAC) - R² Data Labs, Rolls
Royce, as the guest speaker.
Ms Rao elaborated on the role technology could play in the scalability of
the sustainability efforts, if leveraged correctly. She quoted examples of
superficial understanding of new technology resulting in poorly
conceived solutions and projects.
Her advice to the participants was not to focus on the buzzwords and to
go towards the roots of what you are trying to solve, before bringing any
new thing into the mix, focusing on a bottom-up approach.

Image 3.1: Ms Rajashree Rao discussing Disruptive Technologies with the cohort.

The remainder of the day was spent in allotting and introducing the
newly appointed interns to the participants who could help them in the
preparation of the business plan. This step was taken upon the difficult
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situation the participants found themselves in during the pandemic
which made it very difficult for them to keep up with the program.

Image 3.2: The introduction of the cohort members with the designated interns.

On 18 June 2021, the eighth session of the Young SDG Innovators
Program (YSIP) took place, which was a joint camp in collaboration with
the YSIP Norway cohort.
The session agenda was to bring together the participants from both
cohorts with common SDGs, to catalyze new solutions. The companies
from the Norway cohort which took part in the joint camp were:
● Grieg
● Interwell
● Accenture
● Orkla
● Amnesto
● Statnett
● Sopra
● Asplan Viak
● Equinor
● Cemasys
● Hydro
The session was also attended by Mr Jan Thomas Hagen, Sustainability
Lead - Accenture, Ms Rebecca Alcolea, Project Manager - UN Global
Compact Norge and Ms Panchali Sharma, Project Manager - UN Global
Compact Network India, who oversaw the different groups of the
common participants.
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The groups then presented the learnings which were discovered while
discussing the solutions in development by the participants from both
countries. These learnings consisted of the tackling of the different facets
of the common SDGs, which also gave way to potential collaboration on
the solutions.
The closing remarks were given by Ms Shabnam Siddiqui, Executive
Director - UN Global Compact Network India and Mr Kim Noguera
Gabrielli, CEO - UN Global Compact Norway who congratulated the
participants on being a part of the joint camp. They stressed the
importance of such camps which help everyone understand the SDGs
from the perspective of a different nation altogether, which helps
innovators reframe their solutions to a more universal approach.

Image 3.3: The collaborative session between YSIP India and YSIP Norway

On 25 June 2021, the ninth session of the Young SDG Innovators Program
(YSIP) took place. The first half of the session was on the topic of “Testing
Pretotypes and Feedback” which was taken in by Mr Abhinav Singh
Rawat, AGM - Marketing, AIC-BIMTECH.
Mr Rawat conducted a workshop that let participants choose a
pretotype and test it through the user profile generation while collecting
feedback on it. This feedback helped to tweak the solution depending
on the closeness of the beneficiary profile to the actual stakeholder.
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Image 3.4: Mr. Abhinav Singh Rawat introducing pretotying to the cohort

The second half of the session was taken in by the guest speaker Mr
Vineet Rai, Chairman - Aavishkaar Group, who discussed “SDG Solutions
Ideation Tools and Methods” with the participants. Mr Rai shared his
journey with the participants while demonstrating the usage of
Brainstorming and Filtering that led him to figure out the biggest
opportunities in his career.
He asked participants to seek bigger problems, as the solutions will be
big enough to earn more revenue, create more impact, which will
change the world quite differently.

Image 3.5: Mr Vineet Rai discussing the ideation tools used by him to fortify Aavishkaar Group
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d. Camp 4 - Solution Testing and Validation
On 2 July 2021, the tenth session of the Young SDG Innovators Program
(YSIP) took place. The topic of this session was “SDG’s Impact and
Assessment” which was taken by the guest speaker Ms Prema Gera,
Adviser - Developmental Alternatives.
Ms Gera shared with the participants her learnings in the development
sector, which was to think straight for results first, as once you know
where you are heading, the strategy will also be aligned for that.
Milestones are very important for the projects that have sustainability at
their core because the timeline for the result is longer than assessing
immediate outputs, therefore Impact Assessment and monitoring
become very critical in such scenarios.
She also highlighted that the transformation happens at the
intersection, where economic, environmental and social impact
combine, and suggested participants craft a theory of change for their
solutions.

Image 4.1: Ms Prema Gera being introduced to the cohort members
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Image 4.2: Ms Prema Gera talking to the participants about assessing the SDG impacts of their
solutions

On 16 July and 30 July 2021, the eleventh and twelfth sessions of the
Young SDG Innovators Program (YSIP) took place, respectively. Due to
the pandemic, many participants were irregular throughout the
program, due to which they found themselves unable to frame their
solution in a structured manner. To support the participants, these
sessions revisited Camp 1, 2 and 3, with Mr Abhinav Singh Rawat as the
session facilitator, guided by Dr Ajith Chandran.

Image 4.3: Revisions of the previous camps for the participants who missed them due to pandemic
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The participants were able to fill many gaps during the sessions, as the
revision helped them track their process of reaching the existing solution
and reaffirm their methodologies. The sessions took them back from
Challenge Framing Questionnaire to developing their solutions concept,
which was required before moving to camp 5.
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e. Camp 5 - Offboarding
On 13 August 2021, the thirteenth session of the Young SDG Innovators
Program (YSIP) took place. The session started with the topic
“Prototyping” being discussed with the participants by Mr Abhinav Singh
Rawat, under the guidance of Dr Ajith Chandran.
This session took forward from the last discussion about pretotyping and
moved on towards different prototyping techniques showcased to the
participants. The participants were asked to choose the technique that
suits most to the nature of their solution and feasibility, with the help of
a prototype mapping sheet.

Image 5.1: Dr Ajith Chandran answering the cohort member’s question to prototyping techniques

The second half of the session allowed participants to showcase the
business plan of their solutions. Selected participants presented their
plans in front of their peers and the Super Mentor Dr Ajith Chandran for
critical feedback, before the final presentation in front of the impact
investors. These demo presentations were continued in the fourteenth
session that took place on 27 August 2021.
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Image 5.2: Adani Ports (cohort member) making their practice pitch in front of the peers

Image 5.3: E-Waste Social showcasing their pitch deck for scrutiny by peers

Image 5.4: Dr Ajith Chandran providing feedback to the practice pitches made
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f. Solutions Showcase opportunities
On 17 September 2021, the fifteenth and last session of the Young SDG
Innovators Program (YSIP) took place. Based on the participation and
performance in the demo presentations, five participant organizations
were selected to showcase their solutions in front of a panel of impact
investors. These organizations were:
● Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Limited
● E-Waste Social
● Fandoro Technologies Pvt Ltd
● Gulp Juice India
● Jaipur Rugs
The panel included Mr Shalabh Mittal, CEO - School for Social
Entrepreneurs India, Mr Irwan Malhotra, Co-Founder - GivFunds Social
Ventures and Mr Mohammad Azhar, Lead Government Initiatives Villgro Innovations Foundation. Each organization was provided with 10
minutes to present their solution, which was led by a Q&A session with
the panellists for 5 minutes.

Image 6.1: Demo Day pitching with Mr Shalabh Mittal and Mr Irwan Malhotra as panelists
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Image 6.2: Gulp Juice presenting their Demo Day Pitch.

The panellists focused on assessing the organizations based on the
existing impact, market size and the scalability factor. E-Waste Social
was awarded as the winner by the panellists, with Fandoro Technologies
as the first runner up.
Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Limited and Jaipur Rugs were
selected as Indian representatives for the Young SDG Innovators
Summit, held on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly Week hosting
the Private Sector Forum, Global Impact Forum and SDG Business
Forum.
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PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS
● Companies
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PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS

● Innovators
1. Aditya Mehta, E Waste Social
2. Anand Acharya, GAIL (India) Limited
3. Ashish Sharma, Oil & Natural Gas Corporation
4. Ashwin Kumar Anumula, Hetero Drugs Limited
5. Iram Maimuna, E Waste social
6. Deepak Kumar, Mayur Uniquoters Limited
7. Gaurav Pujari, Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Limited
8. Harsh Yadav, Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Limited
9. Himanshi Singh, Jaipur Rugs
10. Jyothi Sardhana, Hetero Labs Limited
11. Kritika Chauhan, GAIL (India) Limited
12. Navneet Jain, Mayur Uniquoters Limited
13. Nooka Ganeswararao Boddeda, Hetero Drugs Limited
14. Piyush Kumar, Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Limited
15. Pradeep Singh, Hindustan Zinc Limited
16. Prashant Ranjan, Oil & Natural Gas Corporation
17. Preethi Sivan, E-Waste social
18. Ratika Singh, Gulp Juice India
19. Rishabh Gupta, Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Limited
20. Rohit Singh, Gulp Juice India
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21. Ruchika Chawla, Hindustan Zinc Limited
22. Shalin Shah, Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Limited
23. Shama Jain, Hindustan Zinc Limited
24. Shiv Bhagwan, Hindustan Zinc Limited
25. Smita Mishra, Fandoro Technologies Pvt Ltd
26. Srinivasu Metlapalli, Hetero Labs Limited
27. Sudha Gupta, Oil & Natural Gas Corporation
28. Suman Kumar, Fandoro Technologies Pvt Ltd
29. Yash Ranga, Jaipur Rugs

● UNGCNI Team

Panchali Sharma

Shabnam Siddiqui

Executive Director – United Nations Global
Compact Network India

● Head Mentor
,

Dr Ajith Chandran

Managing Director - Development Interlinks
International
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Membership Officer in United Nations Global
Compact Network India

PROGRAMME PARTICIPANTS

● AIC-BIMTECH Team (Implementation)

,

Dr Abha Rishi

CEO - Atal Incubation Centre- BIMTECH

Abhinav Singh Rawat

AGM (Marketing) - Atal Incubation CentreBIMTECH
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Arushie Rishi

Program Associate - Atal Incubation CentreBIMTECH
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These are the selected projects from the cohort which were shortlisted for the demo
pitching.

Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Ltd
Our business solution is to implement various measures in four broad categories of
Replacing freshwater, water conservation, watershed management and rainwater
harvesting to achieve various targets of SDG 6 such as 6.1, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6, with the
breakthrough models including Asset Sharing, Closed-Loop, Collaborative Ecosystem.
The desired outcome of it includes egalitarian sharing of water, zero dependence on
shared water resources and becoming water positive.

E-Waste Social Pvt Ltd
Our solution would be called E -Kachara and the informal sector (Kabadiwalas / Gujri
Shop Owners) would be called EW Warriors. As they are the backbone of the recycling
industry and use e-waste collection and dismantling for their daily sustenance.
Our pilot will connect us with the unorganized sectors (kabadiwalas and Gujri Shops)
(EW Warriors) to our auction platform. The population exposure to potentially
hazardous substances from inappropriate and unsafe management practices related
to disposal and recycling of end-of-life electrical and electronic equipment is
increasing. We are planning to onboard the local kabadiwala (a person who deals with
all kinds of used household objects) in our platform (E-Waste social’s- online auction)
to segregate the waste which they were collecting and to channelise the waste to an
authorised recycler/refurbisher. By which we can prevent the precious metals and
materials from ending up in landfill and also we’ll defend the people who are working
in the informal E-waste sector from the health impacts of those hazardous materials.

Fandoro Technologies Pvt Ltd
The core solution needs to initiate more partnership and engagement between
businesses in the private sector and investors on awareness and adoption of SDGs.
The suggested solution comprises of:
➔ E-Learning content – for employees/individuals
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➔ Low-cost platform for
➔ SDG mapping / Materiality assessment – come up with sustainability goals
➔ Ecosystem Review – for sustainability risks and opportunities (Financing /
Operational / Reputational / Market and Product)
➔ Auto-generated report
➔ Remote team
◆ for handholding / helping with program governances
◆ reviewing/auditing/monitoring the progress and tangible benefits and
helping them communicate their COP

GAIL India Ltd
GAIL being a natural gas company, already deals with the marketing of a cleaner
source of fuel than oil and coal, and with the distribution of Natural Gas to factories
still using Oil and Coal as source of energy, a huge mitigation can be done for Carbon.
The city gas distribution of Natural Gas by GAIL ensures that the houses in the country
have continuous, reliable access to sources of energy, which enhances the quality of
life in the Country. At the same time, the source of energy used for the operations at
GAIL is fulfilled to an extent by Natural gas and renewable sources like Solar Energy
and Wind energy. However, to create a benchmark in mainstreaming sustainability
into the business path of the Company, one which takes with itself the members of
the community and ensures development and betterment of many lives, has
identified this key area of increasing renewables energy usage.

Gulp Juice India
Sustainable manufacturing units to make juices and use the pulp waste to make
cookies, compost and bio-energy to power machines, circular business modelinnovative approach and use Electric Vehicle for delivery of our health products.

Hindustan Zinc Ltd
Conducting watershed development and water replenishing activities, Industrial
Water Management (Recycling and ensuring Zero discharge) and reducing the fresh
water consumption in industrial operation and community at large, with the focus at
targeting to be five times water positive company by 2025, reduction in industrial
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fresh water consumption by 25% and ensuring Zero Discharge and total recharging
of water in the area.

Jaipur Rugs
Creating Social Innovation hubs to establish a pilot model or a sustainable
development model for women weavers, who aspire to take one step forward and
become designers and social leaders. The labs can also be transformed into digital
centers across villages for youth, children besides accessibility to women. This
intervention will be of the world’s one-of-a-kind grassroots social innovation that will
tap into the dormant creativity at the grassroots and has the potential to develop
weaver designers of global repute. This will also spur the access to technology and
exposure of national and international design experts to the women at the grassroots.
It’s an incredibly required intervention to preserve and sustain the 2500 years old
craftsmanship and practice of rug weaving and will not only bring dignity in the
existing weavers and also inspire the younger generations to continue to practice,
flourish and sustain the art form.

ONGC Ltd
Working on the solution, Public Sewa, which would bring positive impact on the
lives of the people of community around the ONGC plants, terminal and other sites
and complexes. The challenges include collecting the information about the
requirement of the communities. We have developed a plan of implementation for
the development of infrastructure so required. Which will be measured by the
development of the infrastructure developed and number of people influenced by it
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Himanshi Singh

“Thanks for the amazing opportunity and the
platform. I would like to thank everyone for the great
insights. Thanks to the team all the patience and
kindness towards all of us, in spite of our lack of
knowledge towards some topics. Everyone was
always willing to help and guide us. Thank you for all
your support and guidance.”

Manager of Research and
Development - Jaipur Rugs

“I would link to thank each one of you for this
incredible 10 month journey of learning and
breakthrough thinking. We were always pushed to
read more and for ideas. This led us to think what we
can do better with our solution of innovation lab.”
Iram M

Founder - E-Waste Social

Smita Mishra

“It was a pleasure to learn from everyone. From
enjoying sustainability discussions, love and support
we received from the team, to the constant support
and encouragement. It meant a lot to single founders
like us who are always struggling for something or
the other. Thanks to the entire cohort and its
members for allowing me to learn more about the
subject through you.”

Founder - Fandoro
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